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POSTDOC SURVEY

THE POSTDOC EXPERIENCE
TAKING A LONG TERM VIEW
Faced with a shaky economy and an increasingly competitive job market,
postdocs are being forced to take a long-term view of their positions. That means
ensuring that it provides not only additional research training and publications,
but also the necessary connections and experience that will be needed for a
future career. It also means staying flexible and frequently reevaluating career
plans. By Laura Bonetta.
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ostdoc supervisors and their postdocs
don’t always see eye to eye when it
comes to the factors that contribute to a
successful postdoc experience, according to the annual surveys conducted
by Science Careers, which alternate each year between asking the opinions of postdoc supervisors
and the postdocs themselves.
The 3,500 or so current and former postdocs who
responded to this year’s survey put having a supervisor with adequate funding and opportunities for networking at the top of their list. On the other hand, the
postdoc supervisors who responded to last year’s
survey ranked these factors as 6th and 7th most important, respectively. Supervisors put mentoring, direction and vision, and communication at the top of
their list.
“I believe these differences are in large part due
to different perspectives,” says Cathee Johnson
Phillips, executive director of the National Postdoctoral Association (NPA). Whereas postdoc supervisors may view the postdoc years mainly as an
opportunity to obtain further training and improve
research skills, “more and more postdocs are thinking long-term in regard to their career positions,”
says Phillips.
What does this mean? “You have to be proactive
and get the experience you will need for your future
career,” says Sarah Gaffen, associate professor at
the University of Pittsburgh. “If you want to be an
academic PI, talk to people who are in search committees who can tell you how you are doing.”

NETWORKING IS KEY…

Establishing a network of colleagues who can provide guidance and support and help open doors is
key to a successful postdoc experience, according
to 92 percent of this year’s survey respondents.
Former postdoc Jamie DeWitt says her postdoc
adviser at the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) made sure she met his network of colleagues
at scientific meetings and asked her to co-author
review papers and book chapters with continued »

“You have to be proactive and get
the experience you will need for
your future career."

Postdocs Rate Factors That Contribute to a
Successful Postdoc Experience, Plus Rankings
Compared to 2009 PI Survey
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Survey Methodology

This year’s survey was launched on March 16, 2010, with an e-mail invitation to about
60,000 current and former postdocs worldwide. Of the 3,475 qualified surveys that were
collected 49 percent came from individuals in North America, 29 percent from individuals
in Europe, and 22 percent from individuals in Asia Pacific or the rest of the world. Most
(79 percent) postdoc positions were held in academic institutions. Life and medical sciences were the most common disciplines, being cited by 62 percent of respondents. A
much smaller group of individuals (10 percent) worked in chemistry, while the remaining
28 percent worked in other non–life science disciplines. Most current postdocs (62 percent) were between 31 and 40 years of age. A smaller group (30 percent) was 30 years
old or younger, while fewer still (8 percent) were 41 or older.

UPCOMING FEATURES

Faculty 2: Small vs. Large Universities—September 10
Focus on Germany—September 24
Diversity 2 (online only)—October 1
www.sciencecareers.org
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